
 

 United Steele Workers PTA Meeting 
   Tuesday, October 12, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. 
   In-Person Meeting with Zoom option 
 

Attendees 
Trudi Jackson Jacob Butterfield 
Kate Hume (Zoom) Darren Kelley 
Meg Ford Allyson Kelley 
Mark Perrault Emily Slothower (Zoom) 
Alli Klein Aimee Pachon (Zoom) 
Alex Thornton Jessica Gemm (Zoom) 
Lisa Hines Scot Hume (Zoom)  
Jennifer Harris Clint Knox (Zoom)  
Jessica Barnett Kelly Banet (Zoom) 
Ryan Capp Terry Spotts (Zoom) 

Governance  
President Trudi Jackson called the meeting to order at 6:02 p.m. A quorum was present.  
 
Trudi introduced the board members followed by special guest Jennifer Harris, D11 
representative, in charge of 15 schools in this area. Her job is to support schools with 
operations and instruction and to be a support for the school and principal.  
 
All attendees introduced themselves.  
 
Trudi announced Jessica Gemm as the new SAC Chair, and explained that we would look 
toward creating more of a link between the SAC and PTA.  
 
Membership report – Secretary Meg Ford said that we sent in our membership report to 
the state and had 83 members at the time of the report. A few members have joined 
since then.  
 
Kate Hume moved to approve the 14 September 2021 meeting minutes. Jessica Barnett 
seconded. Motion carried.  

Financial Review and Budget 
Treasurer Mark Perrault presented the monthly financial report. 

• Cash at end of September was $14,465. We want to really focus on a key 
fundraiser and making it impactful and simple, getting feedback from teachers. 
Goal for fundraising is $10,000. We’d like to do an Hour of Power Giving. Mark 
discussed options for how we may be able to text the whole school community, 
perhaps through MemberHub. 



 

• Pictures in the Park was a great success and raised $1199.30.  
• Trudi explained that we need to look at different fundraisers from previous 

years, due to COVID. An hour of giving is an option where PTA would aim to 
reach our goal and then not bother people with fundraisers for the rest of the 
year. We talked about possibly combining it with a community event.  

• Jessica Barnett mentioned a state-wide day of giving in December. She will look 
into it and let Mark know more information.  

• Jessica Barnett motioned to approve the finance report. Alli Klein seconded. 
Motion carried.  

Principal’s Report 
Principal Ryan Capp provided the Principal’s Report. 
Student Accountability Committee 

• The Student Accountability Committee (SAC) meeting is Wednesday, October 13 
at 5pm in person. All are welcome. Jess Gemm is going to lead SAC for now since 
Henry Watts has left. SAC really digs into the details – this week will look at the 
Panorama survey that assesses social emotional levels (like grit, emotional 
regulation). The survey gets a range of ideas about how kids see themselves and 
how teachers see our kids. Last year we saw that teachers thought kids were 
well regulated when kids did not see the same in themselves. We will talk about 
action plans to help improve those. Example of intervention plans – looking at 
recess rules, help kids understand what expectations are on the playground and 
then surveying teachers to see how often kids are solving problems themselves 
without adults having to intervene. Follow that up with another survey. There 
are about 5-6 people who come to SAC typically. 

Exploring Pathway Programs for Steele 
• Mr. Capp, Ms. Patchen, and a few other D11 staff are going on trips in the 

coming weeks to explore the possibility of developing a pathway (magnet) 
school at Steele. They will visit 4-5 arts integration pathway schools in Charlotte, 
North Carolina and a math/STEM pathway school in Florida. Mr. Capp is going to 
start a process that provides profiles of what that could look like for Steele. 
There will be a chance to get feedback from teachers and explore community 
connections that may support those pathways. The goal is to try to identify a 
focus and have one in mind by April. Next year would be a learning year, but 
possibly with implementation as well. There is a promise of funding and 
instructional support/professional development from the District that goes with 
these pathways.  
Questions and Answers 

• What is pushing this drive to pursue a pathway school? Enrollment. Steele 
suffered some enrollment losses through the pandemic and has lost kids over 
the last four years, especially last year. One thing we can do better is a clearer 
vision, message, and opportunities so we can bring kids in and keep them here.  

• Can you explain why there is funding available for perhaps adding a pathway for 
the district but not funding available for maintaining the same number of 



 

teachers at the school? Ryan said that the money isn’t in the budget yet and that 
$30K is not enough for a full-time teacher. In an ideal situation, we’d like both. If 
our numbers go up, we’ll get more FTE (money for teachers). One of the 
important things we need to do is make it easier to attract more people and help 
the numbers go up.  

• Is there data that shows that a move to a pathway school leads to increased 
enrollment? Ryan said yes and that there is specific data he will be asking for and 
looking into further.  

• Who picked and why these particular schools to copy? Dr. Brandon Comfort is in 
charge of the Master Academic Plan process which is happening concurrently 
with the Facilities Master Plan process. He and other people in the district who 
understand the arts integration and STEM pathway programs are familiar with 
where there are schools to look into it. Alex suggested looking into particular 
schools in CA and IL that are successful at arts integration and will provide the 
information to Mr. Capp. He thinks it's a novel approach and would attract a lot 
of people in CO – high test scores, happy kids, improved property value. Mr. 
Capp said that high housing prices do appear to be problematic for us right now.  

• Is this a done deal? Concern was voiced about this being done to increase 
enrollment rather than addressing a need in the community or for quality 
education. Mr. Capp responded with two other options that he hadn’t 
mentioned yet. One option is that we could stay a neighborhood school, which 
he thinks D11 is going to be a stronger support for than they have in the past. 
Mr. Capp wants to hear from kindergarten and first grade parents about what 
they want in a school. It’s really important that we hear what they need because 
we haven’t had a great sense of connection with kinder/1st grade families due to 
the pandemic. Another option is an opportunity to apply through Colorado 
Department of Education to become a School of Innovation, which allows more 
freedom to have teachers doing different things. Examples: GT teacher might do 
things differently; the school may focus on a foreign language. In D11, Steele 
would work really closely with CSCA (the teachers’ union) and probably wouldn’t 
try to change the agreement. North is a School of Innovation and has done neat 
things with their GT Academy and science and higher-level thinking, but kept the 
agreement with teachers. Darren Kelley (Steele parent and teacher at North) 
shared his perspective on how the School of Innovation is working at North 
where a lot of what they’re doing is designed to meet students where they are 
at, and have really solid programming and good accelerated programs. Ryan said 
North has something going for it right now – they are attracting more kids, 
including from Steele. A strong neighborhood school would increase ties to the 
middle school and high school. Jessica Gemm shared some context observed 
over several years at Steele – with the environment of school choice in Colorado, 
there is a lot of competition for kids in Steele’s neighborhood. There may not be 
enough kids for Steele to be just a neighborhood school.  

Community Night 



 

• The changing nature of the Delta variant postponed the planned community 
nights. Community Night will now be November 18 with a math station for each 
grade level (expose parents to the kind of math students are doing), a couple of 
fun activities (like at art night), food trucks, and one or two activity stations 
about emotional regulation.  

COVID Update 
• COVID report right now is really good. We’re not seeing positive cases or 

quarantines. We are seeing kids and adults going home sick, but negative COVID 
tests. So that’s good news. The group discussed availability of free at-home 
COVID tests and use of the state COVID website for ordering tests – Alli Klein will 
look into getting free tests to have available at the school. 

Jennifer Harris – Staffing Change at Steele 
Trudi introduced Jennifer Harris, Executive Director of School Leadership and let 
attendees know that the PTA sent a letter to the district in response to the teacher 
transfer process.  
Overview of Teacher Transfer Process 
Jennifer Harris presented an overview of the process that led to the teacher transfer. 
Ms. Harris explained that there are 4 Executive Directors of School Leadership, each 
with a portfolio of schools that they oversee and help serving as a liaison between the 
district and the school. Her role is to support schools and be a voice for them, helping 
with policies and change. The goal for a portfolio is to have only 6 in each portfolio – but 
each EDSL is currently supporting 15-16 schools. The portfolios just recently changed to 
K-8 which helps with understanding how middle schools and elementary can better 
support each other – like with enrollment and pathways. Ms. Harris came into D11 
about 18 months ago from Denver Public Schools – principal for 5 years and then 
Human Resources working with principals on teacher performance. Prior to that, she 
worked in New Mexico as a principal and teacher.  
 
She explained that D11 was faced with an urgent situation in regards to under-enrolled 
schools and over-enrolled schools. Enrollment projections each spring are used to make 
Full Time Employment FTE) projections. There are a variety of data that go into 
predicting enrollment. The pandemic has led to a change in enrollment projections. 
Across this area and nationwide, we cannot pinpoint where students ended up going 
during the pandemic. The problem of under/over-enrollment in D11 is not unique to the 
district – the whole nation is experiencing this. There has always been a teacher transfer 
process at D11, but it’s never had to be executed in this way because, in the past, there 
was budget for over/under-enrollment and the schools that were over-enrolled were 
able to fill those positions. This year, some of the over-enrolled schools had positions 
listed since August and either had no candidates or no qualified candidates, a result of 
the pandemic. The District is trying to support teachers, but recruitment is low. Districts 
are trying a variety of things to recruit – bonuses, etc. D11 is in discussions about 
creative ideas. Because the over-enrolled schools were unable to hire any candidates, 
we had to look at our under-enrolled schools. These other schools had sometimes 30-40 



 

kids in a classroom. They needed to do something fast to support those schools. They 
had to rank the under-enrolled schools, based on enrollment. Steele was around eight 
on the list. But there were eight positions to fill, so they took the eight schools who 
were under-enrolled and went through the process that HR had set up in the past – 
asking for volunteers first and then going based on seniority.  
 
Ms. Harris said the District should have done a better job communicating about 3 weeks 
sooner. At the district level, senior leadership was working with the union on what this 
would look like and reached out to a principal group while CSCA (union) was talking to 
teachers. They came to an agreement with the union and starting moving fast.  
Communicating a clearer “why” sooner and being more transparent with the staff and 
community 3-4 weeks ahead of time would have been better. 
The District learned a lot of lessons from all of this. We’re hoping we don’t ever have to 
do this ever again – it’s a no-win situation. Now at the other schools, like with Mr. Yenne 
at Penrose – they only get him for one year because he has the option to come back to 
Steele if enrollment allows for it. It’s where we were and what we had to do to support 
kids and teachers.  
 
Another area where D11 could have done better is to make sure that the curriculum and 
instruction team was in place to support teachers better – in hindsight they could have 
given teachers more time to transition. Steele was in the first round, there was a second 
round that happened about a week ago and the District was able to give some more of 
the why and give teachers a longer runway to prepare. A lot of the feedback from the 
Steele community was helpful when in round two of the teacher transfers. They believe 
if teachers had been given more time they would have had more time to transition, 
provide more support for parents. Everything would have been better planned out if 
there was more time.  
 
Ms. Harris gave accolades to the PTA for the letter they sent. The District is getting a lot 
of negative feedback as are many districts around the country. This letter was well-laid 
out, concise, and written in a way with solutions. It was positive constructive feedback 
and helped the district get to an ending place faster than receiving complaint after 
complaint. Ms. Harris asked Mr. Capp if she could forward the letter to HR as well. Trudi 
said yes, it is ok with the PTA. All to say the district empathizes with Steele’s situation, 
they will do better, and appreciate the constructive feedback.  

Questions and Answers 
• Parents and staff feel burnt out and don’t have a lot of trust in the district right 

now. What are you doing for us and our community? This is going to hurt 
enrollment and staffing more. Three students left as part of the fall-out, maybe 
four. Can we pay our teachers more? Teacher morale is really low. Jennifer’s 
answers: Unfortunately, the money issue is at the legislative level. There are 
things we can control at the local level, D11 decides teachers salaries and works 
with the union. To address teacher burnout – Dr. Thomas will be at the 
elementary principals meeting to hear everything and anything that is going on 



 

at the schools, concerns. He’s also designed an anonymous wellness survey that 
will go out to all principals tomorrow. He’s going to be asking principals to do a 
similar survey with their staff. There are some additional things coming forward 
to support teachers in the coming weeks that are not yet public. Dr. Thomas is 
also looking at what can be put on pause for this year.  

• What do we do about re-building trust with parents? The decisions that were 
made impact our enrollment. How can parents actively support efforts to 
increase enrollment? We want to make sure we’re helping support our teachers, 
Mr. Capp, our school. Do you have recommendations or thoughts on how we can 
help? Ms. Harris said at the beginning of the pandemic people were so 
supportive of teachers. Now it has turned 360, and we have parents being pitted 
against teachers over mask mandates, equity issues. So as the positive 
parents/community, think outside the box on teacher appreciation – feeding 
them once a month for breakfast, parents can donate to teacher appreciation, 
reenergizing teachers in that way. Thank them. Keep them on top of mind. When 
you hear concerns in the community, squash the rumors that are happening or 
encourage people to talk to Mr. Capp or the teacher about it – move the 
conversation from so much negativity to let’s just talk. In regards to enrollment, 
just more solidly defining who Steele is as a school is going to naturally increase 
enrollment. So being really involved as parents with that is going to be very 
helpful.  

• People used to have to wait in line at 3am to get their kid into Steele. Has the 
district done any root cause analysis as to why we are losing teachers due to low 
enrollment? Steele is one of the top performing elementary schools in the 
district – so why are people leaving and what has the District done to determine 
why families are leaving? Ms. Harris said that the district has been in talks about 
an exit survey when families leave. There is data for students that go to other 
schools within the district. Mr. Capp says we still don’t really know what’s going 
on with the pandemic - 27 kids have left and a lot of it is due to the pandemic. 
But we don’t know that is the direct root cause. We still have a waiting list but 
you don’t have to wait in person – now it can be done online. There are 107 
students at Steele who are out of our boundaries. The number of kids who are 
permitting in is still a great thing when you look at it at that value. There is still a 
waitlist for Kindergarten each year. Historically, the number of out-of-boundary 
students per grade has been really lopsided some years and other years less so.  

• What enrollment will next year’s FTE be based on? Some of these kids that went 
homeschool or SPARK online may come back. Enrollment data is typically based 
on enrollment in February/March. How many kids historically come back? What 
is the birth rate in this neighborhood? How many went to SPARK? Ms. Harris 
agreed that we are going to have to consider effects of the pandemic to better 
predict in the spring. The first 3 weeks of August is taking count – we have 
enrollment projections and then also the “whites of their eyes.” It does make 
enrollment projections tricky when it hasn’t been done during a pandemic 
before. Back to root cause – Ms. Harris wonders if this neighborhood may be 



 

aging out? There are plenty of kids in our area – many people moved their kids 
to private schools because they needed consistency during the pandemic when 
they were both working, etc. Alex said we can make our public schools better 
than private schools.  

• Has the number of choiced-in students been consistent over the last 5 years? 
And how many kids choice out? What is that number vs. how many kids are 
staying here? Mr. Capp said we have about 26 kids in our neighborhood who do 
not go to Steele. We used to have 15 or so until MacLaren opened. We have 109 
or so that are permitting in right now – that has not been consistent, it has 
swung back and forth; 109 is in the middle of that swing. Clint said if we are 
actually losing only about 10 kids that are choicing out, it doesn’t seem to be a 
huge concern, maybe just natural ebb and flow in the community. Steele has 248 
students today – there were 274 at the beginning of the pandemic, 283 the year 
before with no pandemic. At some point in time, D11 shuts down schools for low 
enrollment – does 200 sound about right for an elementary school? Mr. Capp 
suggested Clint attend a District accountability meeting with him. The District 
overall is losing students and has been for several years. Mr. Capp would like to 
help rebuild enrollment here and across the district.  

• A parent is concerned that his 5th graders will not have the skills they need to 
transition to middle school. Experience has been positive until now. This decision 
has led to the kids not wanting to go to school anymore. The parent’s 
understanding was that kids were handpicked to go into a particular class. He 
also felt that there are resources here at Steele that aren’t being used. Seventy 
students are not getting the basics they need while at the same time there’s a GT 
program and pathway discussions. How is this going to be fixed? Ms. Harris 
responded that our teachers are trained professionals in the standards work, 
certified K-6, and can pivot in an amazing way when asked. What we can do is 
continue to encourage teachers to communicate with parents, help them 
understand how standards are being taught and what students are receiving. 
Parent clarified – The classroom dynamic has changed and is more difficult when 
there is a special class right next door. Mr. Capp said he had to shift classes 
quickly and considered kids who had not fit with each other in the past, which 
kids may be better suited for a shift to a 4/5, and other factors. Now class sizes 
are 25-26 students rather than 18-22. Mr. Capp thinks that now that we have 
done it for a few weeks, the class size is the most significant change. When there 
are behavior issues, they may be more prevalent. The parent wanted to know 
why a small number of GT kids is more important than 4th/5th grade as a whole? 
Ms. Harris explained that GT is a legal requirement. The district is required by 
law to make sure all kids’ needs are met academically. In a classroom in a normal 
year, it takes about 4-6 weeks to set up classroom culture, routines and 
expectations. After a pandemic it is taking significantly longer after kids have 
been out of the classroom for so long. Now there is an additional interruption of 
additional kids coming into the classroom and breaking up the classes. So you 
may be hearing from your kids that things are off - it is because everyone is at 



 

different levels. School is not what it was two years ago and teachers are having 
to manage behaviors they didn’t have to before. The parent asked if legally we 
could put the GT program on hold for a month or not and wondered if a 5th 
grade position would be easier to fill at Steele compared to other schools? Ms. 
Harris answered that D11 always want to prevent putting a child’s educational 
needs on hold. Only in emergency situations. She did ask the staffing allocation 
committee about hiring 5th grade – but because this is an FTE that Mr. Yenne 
would have rights to have back, the district can’t hire for this position.  

• Questions about Penrose Elementary (the school that Mr. Yenne moved to) – 
Mr. Capp explained that Penrose got 6 kindergarten students with an IEP – the 
5th grade teacher also had a SPED license, so they had to move the 5th grade to 
SPED and then started rolling through subs for weeks while they couldn’t fill the 
5th grade position. There was a comment about hoping these teacher transfers 
aren’t the norm because teacher shortages would then likely continue – they 
want to work in a particular environment. Ms. Harris agreed that this is definitely 
unprecedented because of the dire situation that D11 was in.  

 
Trudi wrapped up and said she hoped that everyone felt it was helpful to be able to 
voice concerns. Mr. Harris took notes to take back to the district and suggested that 
Blake Miller or Dr. Comfort, from the District, could come and talk with Steele to help 
support Steele in their next phase. Trudi said it’s important that we keep the 
communication ongoing and to continue to help support the teachers and students who 
have been affected.  

Calendar/Previous Business/New Business 
In the interest of time, Trudi quickly presented the calendar review, previous business 
and new business: 

• Chick-Fil-A Spirit Day – October 12: Today. 
• Staff Potluck – Friday, October 15: If you’re able to help, please let us know.  
• Halloween Event: TBD on Wednesday, October 27 
• Coffee Talks – Coming soon with Alex, Anna Donovan, and Mr. Capp 
• Lunch-Aide needed to support Mr. Perez 

 
Ms. Harris agreed that the PTA could share her contact information for anyone who 
would like to talk with her more.  
 
Trudi adjourned the meeting at 8:01 pm. 
 


